ACROSS
1. Star Wars takes place in one “far, far away”
4. Former Jedi also known as Fulcrum
10. Archeologist hired by Darth Vader
13. Naboo Queen, _____ Amidala
16. Inferno Squad officer ___ Meeko
17. Princess Leia _____
20. Hoth monster
22. He made the Kessel Run in less than 12 parsecs
24. This staff’s headpiece revealed the Well of Souls
26. Stormtrooper turned Resistance fighter
28. Boba Fett managed to escape this pit
31. Don’t call him Baby Yoda
34. The Skywalker lightsaber called to her
36. “A long time ___”
38. Kaminoan Taun ___
39. Many in Star Wars have this type of feeling about things
40. Tatooine station where power converters are found
42. Hutt gangster bested by Leia
43. ___-1138
44. Fighter, Interceptor, or Bomber
46. ___-2187
48. The Last Jedi episode
49. Help someone out, or what might be asked by 20-across, 50-across, 51-down and 60-down?
50. Indy’s versatile accessory
53. Intergalactic spaceline Star _____
55. Skywalker who became Darth Vader
57. Blutopian cantina owner in Black Spire Outpost
59. Cloud City aide to 63-across
61. Farmer who finds Elora Danan
62. Night club or Jedi Knight
63. “He’s a card player, gambler, scoundrel.”
65. Yoda performer Frank ___
68. “Let the _____ win.”
69. Planetary superweapon and George Lucas’ original name for Luke
72. Maestro composer of the Skywalker Saga
73. Sabacc gambler Therm ________

DOWN
2. Imperial walker when doubled
3. This Twi’lek has a history with Mando
5. Father of 45-down, Henry Jones, ___
6. Crystal found in lightsabers and Death Stars
7. Chiss Imperial and art collector
8. Bounty hunter ___ Bane
9. C-3PO had a silver one
11. Grail hunter Dr. ___ Schneider
12. Crimson Dawn kingpin Dryden ___
13. Endorian speeder bike thief
14. Celebrated on Kashyyyk: Life ___
15. Grail Knight: “He chose… ____.”
19. It gets everywhere
21. Ahch-To cliff dwellers
22. Rescued by Chewie on Kessel
23. Don’t look into this god’s eyes
25. Detention Block ___-23
27. 11 or 88
29. Tuskegee Airmen film
30. The Ghost’s cranky astromech
32. Bandleader Max
33. American _______
35. Grandson of 55-across Kylo ___
36. Trade Federation battle tank
37. Admiral Ackbar’s flagship, Home ___
39. -8 or -9E
41. She taught Wicket to say “starcruiser”
42. Death Star plans thief
45. “You call him Dr. Jones!”
47. Planetary setting for Star Wars: Galaxy’s Edge
51. Aqualish who met a lightsaber at the Mos Eisley Cantina
52. Green, rabbit-like smuggler
54. Clone Wars veteran ___ Gerrera
56. Raiders of the Lost ___
58. Lucasfilm’s pioneering visual effects company
59. Cloud City aide to 63-across
60. Son of 55-across
62. Night club or Jedi Knight
64. Eager tailgunner during the Battle of Hoth
66. Han’s ___-44 blaster
67. The guardians of peace and justice of the Republic
70. Resistance spy ___ Moradi
71. Canto Bight tattler Slowen ___